Genetic control of sex-chromosomal univalency in the spermatocytes of C57BL/6J and DBA/2J mice.
The genetic control of sex-chromosomal univalency was examined in the primary spermatocytes of the mouse. The C57BL/6J strain expresses 3% X-Y univalency and DBA/2J expresses 37% univalency. The reciprocal F1 and the eight types of reciprocal backcross males were examined. In the C57BL/6J--DBA/2J strain pair, X--Y univalency is controlled by three genetic systems. Autosomal factors of unknown number that are dominant in DBA/2J increase the probability of univalency from 3% in C57BL/6J to 12%. The DBA/2J-Y chromosome, in place of the C57BL/6J-Y chromosome, has an additive effect to increase the probability of univalency from 12 to 37% in the DBA/2J strain. Two X-chromosome factors that differ between C57BL/6J and DBA/2J regulate the probability of univalency. The X-chromosome factors appear to be separated by sufficient distance so that, with the DBA/2J-Y chromosome and dominant DBA/2J autosomal factors, there are two recombinant classes of X--Y univalency at 20 and 60%. The genetic factors in the univalency trait may be involved in the regulation or structure of the terminal attachment sites between the X and Y chromosomes.